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Theory and Philosophy of Psychology

V.M. Rozin. Psychology: Illusions of
Identification and SelfqDetermination

The situation in Russian contempo�
rary psychology is analyzed in the form
of virtual dialogue between a psycholo�
gist and a philosopher. The outcomes of
approaches and programs proposed by
leading psychologists in XXth centaury
are discussed. Why does the psychology
fail to implement the true experiment?
Why is the influence of Leontev's the�
ory decreasing? Why is Vygotsky's cul�
tural�historical conception «hung up»
and the psychological practice — inef�
fective. It is argued that psychology is
approaching a new phase of its develop�
ment. Its distinctive features are follow�
ing several different ideals of the scien�
tific cognition at the same time, under�
taking a general shift of the research
towards the ideals of humanities, and
developing new psychological practices.
Some research programs have exhausted
themselves, others are emerging. In all
cases contemporary psychological
knowledge should be philosophically
equipped, open to a dialogue, sensitive
to current issues, helpful in personal
growth and self�understanding.
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Theoretical and Empirical Research

M.V. Alfimova, V.E. Golimbet, M.S.
Egorova. Personal Traits, Executive
Functions, and Genetic Characteristics
of Monoamine Oxidase Metabolism

We described the experiments
aimed at testing the hypothesis that the
influence of some genes on personality
traits is due to their influence on neuro�

cognitive differences. For instance, it
was proposed that MAOA and DBH
genes affect the individual differences
in Consciousness because of their influ�
ence on executive functions. However,
the results showed that DBH gene is
associated only with the variability of
executive functions and that MAOA
gene � with personality traits linked to
Agreeableness. Moreover, the execu�
tive functions can mediate the influ�
ence of MAOA on these traits. We pro�
posed that one of the possible psycho�
logical mechanisms, which mediates
the influence of MAOA on Agreeable�
ness, is disposition to reinforce socially
encouraged forms of behaviors.
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Statistical Methods in Psychology

S.V. Sivukha, A.A. Kozyak. On
the Reform of Statistical Inference in
Psychology

Since the middle of XXth century
the scientific psychology is associated
with empirical studies and statistical
analysis of data. The criticism of testing
the statistical significance (i. e. p�value
calculation and its interpretation) began
simultaneously with popularization of
this procedure in psychology. Reduction
of scientific inference to interpretation
of p�value which is often incorrect is one
of the serious obstacles to the develop�
ment of psychology. The article discuss�
es some wrong beliefs of researchers
with respect to testing of statistical sig�
nificance and mentions some alterna�
tives discussed in the literature.
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hypothesis, testing of significance of
null hypothesis

Work in Progress

A.A. Sakbaev. Choice of Behavior
Scripts in the Process of Social Obq
jects Categorization

We have studied the implementa�
tion of social representations in the
process of decision making. The me�
thod was developed which allowed or�
ganizing a net�like (but not hierarchi�
cal) search space for strategy identifi�
cation (behavioral scripts choosing)
during the decision making concerning
social objects. We used 8 female faces as
social objects. In preliminary study the
implicit constructs of these objects
were revealed. We used two�step classi�
fication to extract three categories
which discriminate sufficiently the im�
plicit constructs («appearance», «litera�
ture preferences», «temperament»). On
the basis of these constructs the verbal
portraits of social objects were com�
posed. Subjects had to find social ob�
ject using the quest�procedure. It is
shown that during the social categori�
zation subjects are guided by social rep�
resentations.
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E.V. Ulybina, A. Lensment, I. Ahq
met. Attitude of the Ethnic Minority
to the Ethnic Majority: Situational
and Dispositional Factors

We discuss the negative attitude to�
wards representatives of an outgroup
depending on situational and disposi�
tional factors. The situational factor is
the status of ethnic minority which
characterizes Russians living in Esto�

nia. The dispositional factor is the level
of basic beliefs. The results show that
there are no significant differences in
the level of hostility towards Estonians
between Russians living in Russia and
Russians living in Estonia. There are
significant differences in the basic be�
liefs between people with different hos�
tility levels towards Estonians.

Keywords: basic beliefs, intergroup
relationships, intergroup discrimination

Reviews

A.I. Prihidko. Intergroup Emoq
tions: Main Research Trends

The article reviews main theoretical
and empirical approaches to intergroup
emotions. Intergroup Emotions Theory
and the Theory of Subjective Essential�
ism are discussed, as well as the results
of research on intergroup emotions and
prejudice, intergroup fear, guilt, anger
and gloating. The question is raised
about the discussion areas in studying
the intergroup emotions.

Keywords: intergroup emotions,
prejudice, fear, guilt, anger, gloating

I.N. Semyonov. An Overview of
Scientific Schools of Russian Psycholoq
gy of Creativity and SelfqReflection

The Russian cultural roots of Soviet
psychology of creativity are analyzed for
the first time. The main developmental
stages of this research area in XIX�XXI
are described with the emphasis on the
interdisciplinary interaction with the
other humanities. The role of interac�
tion between scientific schools in the de�
velopment of psychology of creativity
and self�reflection is described. 

Keywords: psychology of creativity,
developmental stages, interaction be�
tween scientific schools
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